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Abstract— Cloud computing is one of evolving technology nowadays, giving versatile services. But secure data 

sharing is susceptible in cloud computing environment. Full lifecycle privacy security is not implemented in Cloud, access 

control is challenging task to share sensitive data on cloud servers. One of novel approach for secure data self-destructing 

scheme is Key Policy Attribute Based Encryption with Time Specified attributes i.e. (KP-TSABE).The cipher text is 

labelled with time interval and private key is associated with particular time instant.KP-TSABE supports user defined 

authorization period by providing fine grained access control during the period. After User specified expiration time the 

data will be securely self-destructed.KP-TSABE scheme is secure under the decision l-bilinear Diffie-Hellman inversion 

assumption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology definition, “Cloud computing may be a model for 

sanctionative present, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. 

networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that may be chop-chop provisioned and discharged with bottom 

management effort or service supplier interaction” . 

 

Making use of the cloud saves each users time and cash. In Cloud computing, the term cloud may be a trope for the 

net, therefore the phrase Cloud computing is outlined as a kind of Internet-based computing, wherever totally different 

services are delivered to an organization’s computers and devices through the net [4]. Cloud computing is extremely 

promising for the knowledge Technology (IT) applications; but, there are still some problems to be solved for personal 

users and enterprises to store knowledge and deploy applications within the Cloud computing setting. Data security is one 

amongst the foremost important barriers to its adoption and it's followed by problems together with compliance, privacy, 

trust, and legal matters. Therefore, one amongst the necessary goals is to keep up security and integrity of information 

stored within the cloud due to the vital nature of Cloud computing and huge amounts of advanced knowledge it carries. 

 

The user’s considerations for security ought to be corrected initial to form cloud setting trustworthy, in order that it 

helps the users and enterprise to adopt it on giant scale [4]. The foremost problems in cloud knowledge security embody 

knowledge privacy, knowledge protection, knowledge availableness, knowledge location, and secure transmission. Threats, 

data loss, service disruption, outside malicious attacks, and multi occupancy problems are the safety challenges enclosed 

within the cloud. Knowledge integrity within the cloud system means that conserving the integrity of stored data. The info 

mustn't be lost or changed by unauthorized users. Cloud computing suppliers are trusted to keep up knowledge integrity 

and accuracy of information.  
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Knowledge confidentiality is additionally necessary side from user's purpose of read as a result of the store their 

personal or confidential knowledge within the cloud. Authentication and access management methods are accustomed 

guarantee knowledge confidentiality. The info confidentiality may be addressed by increasing the cloud responsibility and 

trustiness in Cloud computing. So security, integrity, privacy and confidentiality of the hold on knowledge on the cloud 

ought to be thought of and are necessary necessities from user’s purpose of read [4]. To attain all of these necessities, new 

strategies or techniques ought to be developed and enforced. Data auditing is introduced in Cloud computing to affect 

secure knowledge storage. Auditing may be a method of verification of user knowledge which might be distributed either 

by the user himself (data owner) or by a TPA. It helps to maintain the integrity of information hold on the cloud. The 

verifier’s roles are classified into two: initial one is personal auditability, within which solely user or knowledge owner is 

allowed to envision the integrity of the hold on knowledge. No different person has the authority to question the server 

relating to the info. However it tends to will increase verification overhead of the user. Second is public auditability that 

permits anyone, not simply the shopper, to challenge the server and performs knowledge. Verification visits the assistance 

of TPA. The TPA is an entity that is employed in order that it will act on behalf of the shopper. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

A. Attribute-based Encryption 
Attribute-based encoding is one among the very important applications of fuzzy identification-primarily primarily based 

encoding [7]. ABE comes in favors known as KP-ABE [8][11] and cipher text policy ABE (CP-ABE) [12][13]. In CP-ABE, 

the cipher text is related to the get entry to structure whereas the private key carries a group of attributes. Be then court 

docket et al. projected the first CPABE theme [12], the disadvantage in their theme is that safety proof became handiest 

designed below the well-known establishment version. To this liability, Cheung et al. equipped the other construction to a 

lower place a stylish model [13]. Waters used a linear secret sharing theme (LSSS) matrix as a most well-liked set of get 

entry to structures over the attributes and projected an efficient and incontrovertibly comfy CP-ABE theme to a lower 

place the standard version [14]. In KP-ABE, the idea is reversed: the cipher matter content consists of a group of 

attributes and therefore the personal secret is said to the get entry to structure. The first production of KP-ABE theme 

was projected in [8].  Their theme, once a user created a secret request, the trusted authority determined that combination 

of attributes has to be compelled to appear among the cipher matter content for the user to decode. instead of the 

utilization of the Shamir mystery key technique [15] within the private key, this theme used a further generalized form of 

secret sharing to place into result a monotonic get right of entry to tree. Ostrovsky et al. equipped the first KP-ABE 

machine that supports the no monotone formulas in key rules [15]. Yu et al. used a combining technique of KP-ABE, 

proxy encoding, and lazy re-encryption which allows the records owner to delegate most of the computation obligations 

involved in fine-grained info access management to untrusted cloud servers while not revealing the underlying facts 

contents [17]. Tysowski et al. modified the ABE and leveraged re-encryption formula to endorse a completely unique 

theme to protect mobile user’s facts in cloud computing atmosphere [18]. Thanks to the shortage of your time user-

defined authorization length and comfortable self-destruction when expiration for privacy-maintaining of the records 

lifecycle in cloud computing. 

 

B. Secure self-destruction scheme 
A celebrated methodology for addressing this drawback is relaxed deletion of touchy statistics once expiration whereas 

the facts became used [12]. Currently, Cachin et al. employed a coverage graph to elucidate the connection among 

attributes and therefore the protection class and projected a coverage-based secure statistics deletion theme [14]. Reardon 

et al. leveraged the graph idea, Btree form and key wrapping and projected a novel approach to the planning and analysis 

of comfy deletion for persistent storage devices [15]. Thanks to the homes of bodily garage media, the above-cited 

strategies are not applicable for the cloud computing setting because the deleted statistics is also recovered merely among 

the cloud servers [14]. A records self-destructing theme, first projected by approach of Geambasuetal., Is a promising 

methodology that styles a Vanish device allows customers to regulate over the lifecycle of the touchy facts. Wang et al. 

improved the Vanish device and projected a relaxed self-destructing theme for digital facts (SSDD).  
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Within the SSDD theme, knowledge is encrypted right into a cipher text, that's then associated and extracted to create it 

incomplete to face up to towards the normal science and therefore the brute-pressure attack. Then, each the secret writing 

key and therefore the extracted cipher text area unit assigned into a distributed hash table (DHT) network to place into 

result self-destruction once the update length of the DHT network. However, Wolchok et al. created variety of 

experiments and confirmed that the Vanish machine is liable to Sybil attacks by the utilization of the Vuze DHT 

community. That the security of the SSDD theme is likewise questionable. 

 

C. Time Specific Encryption 
A noted methodology for addressing this downside is relaxed deletion of touchy statistics when expiration whereas the 

facts became used [14]. Currently, Cachin et al. employed a coverage graph to elucidate the connection among attributes 

and also the protection class and projected a coverage-based secure statistics deletion theme [15]. Reardon et al. leveraged 

the graph idea, Btree form and key wrapping and projected a novel approach to the look and analysis of comfy deletion 

for persistent storage devices [15]. Thanks to the homes of bodily garage media, the above-cited ways are not applicable 

for the cloud computing atmosphere because the deleted statistics could also be recovered only at intervals the cloud 

servers [12]. A records self-destructing theme, first projected by method of Geambasuetal.[15],is a promising methodology 

that styles a Vanish device permits customers to regulate over the lifecycle of the touchy facts. Wang et al. improved the 

Vanish device and projected a relaxed self-destructing theme for digital facts (SSDD). Within the SSDD theme, knowledge 

is encrypted right into a ciphertext, that's then associated and extracted to create it incomplete to face up to towards the 

normal cryptanalytic and also the brute-pressure attack. Then, each the cryptography key and also the extracted ciphertext 

are assigned into a distributed hash table (DHT) network to place into result self-destruction when the update length of 

the DHT network. However, Wolchok et al. created variety of experiments and confirmed that the Vanish machine is 

vulnerable to Sybil attacks by the employment of the Vuze DHT community. Therefore the security of the SSDD theme is 

likewise questionable. To address this trouble, Zeng et al. projected a SeDas convenience that could be a singular 

integration of cryptologic techniques with active storage techniques. Xiong et al. leveraged the DHT network and identity-

based all coding (IBE) and projected an IBE-based comfy self-destruction (ISS) theme [14]. To be ready to guard the 

confidentiality and privacy protection of the composite files within the complete lifecycle in cloud computing, Xiong et al. 

applied the ABE formula to suggest a comfy self-destruction theme for composite documents (SelfDoc). these days, 

Xiong et al. used identification-based all timed-launch coding (identification-TRE) formula [9] and also the DHT network 

and projected a full lifecycle privacy protection theme for sensitive facts (FullPP), that is capable of supply full lifecycle 

privateness safety for customers’ touchy records with the help of creating it undecipherable prior a predefined time and 

robotically destructed when expiration [3]. the principle plan of the above-noted schemes is that they severally integrate 

specific cryptologic techniques with the DHT network to supply fine-grained info get admission to regulate throughout 

the lifecycle of the enclosed records and to place into result records self-destruction when expiration. However, the usage 

of the DHT network can end in the very fact that the lifecycle. 

 

III. SYSTEM MODULES  
 

In our system, we mainly focus on how to achieve fine-grained access control during the authorization period of the 

shared data in cloud and how to implement self-destruction after expiration. Specifically, we define the system model by 

dividing the KPTSABE scheme into the following six entities as shown in Fig.1. 
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(1) Data Owner. Data owner can provide data or files that contain some sensitive information, which are used for sharing 

with his/her friends (data users). All these shared data are outsourced to the cloud servers to store. 

(2) Authority. It is an indispensable entity which is responsible for generating, distributing and managing all the private 

keys, and is trusted by all the other entities involved in the system. 

(3) Time Server. It is a time reference server without any interaction with other entities involved in the system. It is 

responsible for a precise release time specification. 

(4) Data Users. Data users are some peoples who passed the identity authentication and access to the data outsourced by 

the data owner. Notice that, the shared data can only be accessed by the authorized users during its authorization period. 

(5) Cloud Servers. It contains almost unlimited storage space which is able to store and manage all the data or files in the 

system. Other entities with limited storage space can store their data to the cloud servers. 

(6) Potential Adversary. It is a polynomial time adversary and described in the security model of the KP-TSABE scheme. 

 

IV. ALGORITHMS 
 

Security Algorithms are classified as: 

a. Private Key / Symmetric Algorithms: Use single secret key are used for encrypting large amount of data and are have fast 

processing speed. These algorithms use a single secret key that is known to the sender and receiver. 

RC6, 3DES, Blowfish, 3DES are some prime examples of this algorithms. 

b. Public Key / Asymmetric Algorithms: Use a key pair for cryptographic process, with public key for encryption and private 

for decryption. These algorithms have a high computational cost and thus slow speed if compared to the single key 

symmetric algorithms. RSA and Diffie-Hellman are some types of public key algorithms. 

c. Signature Algorithms: Used to sign and authenticate use data are single key based. Examples include: RSA, DH. 

d. Hash Algorithms: Compress data for signing to standard fixed size. Examples include: MD5, SHA 
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 ASYMMETRIC ALGORITHMS: 

The following are the major asymmetric encryption algorithms used for encrypting or digitally signing data. 

 

Diffie-Hellman key agreement: Diffie-Hellman key agreement algorithm was developed by Dr. Whitfield Diffie and Dr. 

Martin Hellman in 1976. Diffie-Hellman algorithm is not for encryption or decryption but it enable two parties who are 

involved in communication to generate a shared secret key for exchanging information confidentially. The working of 

Diffie-Hellman key agreement can be explained as below. 

Assume we have two parties who need to communicate securely. 

1) P1 and P2 agree on two large integers a and b such that 1 < a < b. 

2) P1 then chooses a random number i and computes I = a^i mod b. P1 sends I to P2. 

3) P2 then chooses a random number j and computes J = a^j mod b. P2 sends J to P1. 

4) P1 computes k1 = J^i mod b. 

5) P2 computes k2 = I^j mod b. 

6) We have k1 = k2 = a^(ij) mod b and thus k1 and k2 are the secret keys for secure transmission. 

 

Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA): Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Len Adleman released the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) 

public key algorithm in 1978. This algorithm can be used for encrypting and signing data. The encryption and signing 

processes are performed through a series of modular multiplications. 

 

The basic RSA algorithm for confidentiality can be explained as below. 

Ciphertext = (plaintext)^e mod n 

Plaintext = (ciphertext)^d mod n 

Private Key = {d, n} 

Public Key = {e, n} 

 

El Gamal: El Gamal is an algorithm used for transmitting digital signatures and key exchanges. The method is based on 

calculating logarithms. El Gamal algorithm is based on the characteristics of logarithmic numbers and calculations. The 

Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) is based on El Gamal algorithm. 

 

Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA). The Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) was developed by the United States 

government for digital signatures. Digital Signature Algorithm can be used only for signing data and it cannot be used for 

encryption. The DSA signing process is performed through a series of calculations based on a selected prime number. 

Although intended to have a maximum key size of 1,024 bits, longer key sizes are now supported. 

 

When DSA is used, the process of creating the digital signature is faster than validating it. 

When RSA is used, the process of validating the digital signature is faster than creating it. 

 

SYMMETRIC ALGORITHM: 

Symmetric algorithms involve a single shared secret key [9] to encrypt as well as decrypt data and are capable of 

processing large amount of data and from computing standpoint are not very power intensive, so has lower overhead on 

the systems and have high speed for performing encryption and decryption. Symmetric algorithms encrypt plaintexts as 

Stream ciphers bit by bit at a time [10] or as Block ciphers on fixed number of 64-bit units. 

 

Exchanging Shared Secret Key over unsecure net. 

Symmetric-key algorithms share secret keys needed by the sender and receiver throughout cryptography or decryption 

method. Just in case a 3rd person gains access to the secure secret key, cipher text messages will simply be decrypted. The 

actual fact of getting one single secret key formula is that the most crucial issue two-faced by Cloud service suppliers once 

handling finish users UN agency communicate over unsecure net. The sole choice is to have that secret key be modified 

typically or unbroken as secure as doable throughout the distribution section. 
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Problem confirming if the content is altered or truly sent by the claimed sender. If a hacker has the key key, decrypting the 

cipher text, modifying the data being sent thereupon key and send to the receiver. Since one key's concerned throughout 

the crypto method, either aspect of the transactions will get compromised. Such knowledge integrity and non-repudiation 

problems but have to be compelled to involve the utilization of Digital signatures or Hashing functions like MD5. 

 

Tools for cracking bilaterally symmetrical cryptography by use of Brute force by running hacking tools that have the 

flexibility crack the mixtures and keys to determine the plaintext message and perform crypto analytics wherever the 

attacks are centered on the characteristics of the formula to deduce a particular plaintext or the key. Then hackers are 

ready to make out the plaintext for messages that will use this compromised setup. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

 With the fast development of versatile cloud services, a lot of recent challenges have emerged. One of the foremost 

necessary issues is the way to firmly delete the outsourced knowledge keep within the cloud severs. In this paper, we have 

a tendency to projected a unique KP-TSABE scheme that is in a position to attain the time-specified ciphertext so as to 

resolve these issues by implementing flexible fine-grained access management throughout the authorization amount and 

time-controllable self-destruction when expiration to the shared and outsourced knowledge in cloud computing. We have 

a tendency to conjointly give a system model and a security model for the KPTSABE scheme. Moreover, we have a 

tendency to test that KPTSABE is secure beneath the quality model with the decision l-Expanded BDHI assumption. The 

comprehensive analysis indicates that the projected KP-TSABE theme is superior to alternative existing schemes. 
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